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Now vehicles are become crucial component of everyone's life. They are the medium of
transportation. There are lots of vehicle for transportation like bus, truck etc. but people generally
prefer to use cars as a mode of transportation because it is reliable and convenient way of
transportation. But question is arises whether to buy new car or used one? Each have its pros and
cons but purchasing a used car have more pros than new one.

New cars are depreciate upto 30% if you drive it lot and it is treated as used cars, therefore buying a
used car give more value to its money. Also used cars are cheaper to buy and there are lots of
chances of bargains or price fluctuations with used cars and some used car dealers offer certified
used cars. All  participate to a great market for used car buyers. But with all these advantages and
so many options people should pay more attention upon few things before buying used cars.

Type of Car â€“  consider the activities that you are performing with car like for personal using or for
business purpose. How much space do you need and for how many people?

Bargain on Cars â€“  one of the important factor that can decrease the price of a car is it's popularity.
All cars are reliable and perform well but some models like Mitsubishi have found more popularity
then others and those models will cost you extra.

Do Research â€“  Search some websites on Internet that deals with used car dealership. They provide
you right information that you need to consider for your decision to purchase the used car that is
right for you. They provide information about features, safety, price, etc and other necessary things.

Budget â€“   Plan your budget before going on purchase procedure. You will need to know what you
can afford, for not only monthly payment but also for upfront down payment. There are three way to
pay :-

You can pay cash.

You can get financed through a credit union or bank.

You can get financed through the dealership.

Test Drive â€“ As you are purchasing a used car, you want the car should be in a good condition or you
want to give a closed inspection to car, test drive is the best method for inspection, you can also
take service of a qualified mechanic so that you can know about the working of car engine.

At the last the vehicle you decide to purchase fits not only your needs, but your budget as well.
Make sure you have insurance, warranty, sign the paperwork.
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